Arlington Bike Advisory Committee
6 February 2017 Meeting
2100 Clarendon Blvd. Arlington, VA 22201
Approved by the BAC 6 March 2017
Gillian Burgess, Dana Bres, Eric Goodman, Mike Hanna, Dwight Hlustick, Steve Offutt,
Cynthia Palmer, Randy Swart
County Staff: David Goodman, Erin Potter, Kevin Stalica
Guests: Ray Atkinson (MetroBike), Paul DeMaio (MetroBike), John Siemiatkoski
(Pentagon City), Robert Craig (Penrose), Jerry Dance (Arlington Mill)
Call to Order; Introductions; Approve minutes
January minutes were approved.
Visitors were invited to highlight issues they were interested in.
John Siemiatkoski made a suggestion to do more street sweeping of the trails and
roads. He also indicated speed enforcement in the Crystal City area would be
appreciated.
FLAP-funded bikeshare on/near the Mt. Vernon Trail – Paul DeMaio/ Ray Atkinson
Federal Lands Access Program provides funding for CaBi on or “serving” Federal lands.
 Arlington Blvd & Fairfax
 Fern St and Army-Navy Dr in Pentagon City
 Fort Meyer and Arlington Blvd
 Gravelly Point – some discussion about the location of the docks with a
recommendation that the dock be loaded from the north (to avoid conflicts with
the trail)
 23d and Hayes in Crystal City
 National Airport – they are working with MWAA to highlight the location of the
station
 Roosevelt Island (near the ped bridge to the island) – this will be sited to be
consistent with the NPS GWMP parking lot rehab
 Wilson and Oak in Rosslyn
FLAP funded projects are both on Federal lands and non-Federal lands that are
adjacent to Federal lands. The two stations on Federal lands are at TR Island and
Gravelly Point. The funding does not include any operations and maintenance for the
stations.
They had been working with the NPS to site the Gravelly Point station. The station
would be to the east of the porta-potties. The BAC suggested that it should be some
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distance off the trail to the east of the porta-potties. Paul suggested that there were a
number of possible locations at Gravelly Point but most were excluded because they
were in the “viewshed” of the US Capitol. The station will go about where the trash
cans are now.

Bike in photo above is approximate location of BikeShare station.

Capitol is about behind the pine tree with the red arrow.
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The porta-potties and MVT are to the right off the photo.

The parking lot to the southwest of the porta-potties. This area cannot host the station
because of the “viewshed”.
Update on the W&OD trail bridge over Lee Hwy. – Dave Goodman
The proposed bridge for the W&OD trail over Lee Highway was subject to some
neighborhood opposition. The EFC Civic Association wrote a letter to the Arlington
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County Manager with a number of concerns. County staff and the Board have been
supportive of the bridge. The concern includes the fact that the W&OD is discontinuous
in that area and cyclists are forced to take to the local neighborhood streets to establish
a connection. David Goodman indicated that a number of agencies Arlington, Falls
Church, Regional Parks and VDOT) would be meeting this week to refine the process
and address some of the issues. He said that the VDOT preference will be to
accomplish this project using a design build approach.
Erin Potter reported she had been out to the area to observe the cyclist behavior and
saw both cyclists and motorists rolling through the stop signs.
The County Manager directed staff to examine the intersection of 19th and Vanderpool
to minimize the impact of the congestion. They are looking at ways to deconflict the
area at relatively low cost. He said that they would look to put some signs up (including
PAL signs). He indicated that they would work with the neighborhood to identify some
fixes for the conflict. The Arlington County staff is using heat maps to see what routes
people are using. He suggested that cyclists were using the Van Buren to Vanderpool
route where runners were using the northern route along I66. Comments suggested
that crossing Sycamore at 19th was not effective for cyclists because of the delays. It
was unclear if there was any effort to address the potential alignment of the W&OD
across Sycamore (where the trail crosses at grade).
There was some discussion of the need to integrate the Arlington Parks and Rec
redesign of Benjamin Banneker park and the Lee Highway bridge. Kevin Stalica
suggested a number of constraints on the park as there are resource protection areas

and floodways. This is shown below in the FEMA National Flood Hazard Map.
BAC Priorities for Update of Bike Element of MTP – Gillian
David Goodman reports that staff has briefed personnel in the County Manager’s office
on the Bike Element of the Master Transportation Plan (MTP). He said that he
understood that the County Manager had requested a briefing on the Bike Element of
the MTP.
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Cynthia Palmer indicated that her greatest concerns were the risks that occur at
intersections. She suggested that a more holistic process in the County would be more
effective
There was a need for a more integrated process for engagement by Arlington County
offices in making cycling safer and more accommodating – this might include getting
signals more engaged.
Eric Goodman wanted to address how behaviors have changed with respect to cyclists
and motorists in Arlington.
A suggested was made to describe where cycling is in Arlington, as an approach to
establish the baseline that the plan will build on.
The need for connected bicycle infrastructure.
Should the BAC get involved with the Arlington County organization
Gillian wanted to look at this as a way to make cycling more of an effective
transportation for all cyclists (not just the confident cyclists).
Gillian suggested that a number of things should be addressed:
 policies on e-bikes and other types of bikes
 police on bikes
 bikes in schools, to include bike drop off for families dropping off children
 driver training
 continued support for BikeArlington
 enhanced bike counting
 trail maintenance
 designation of trails as transportation corridors
 approaches to reduce trail conflicts
 broadening the process to involve neighboring jurisdictions
 continue support of CaBi
 recognition of the fact that the Arlington County cycling infrastructure supports a
broader community (the through cyclists) and relies on the infrastructure of
others
 decrease trail conflicts between trail users
 greater Arlington County engagement with the Federal agencies (NPS, DOD,
Army, State), etc.
Washington Blvd re-striping - Dave Goodman
Public meeting has been rescheduled for 1 March. Focus of the meeting is on
ped/cyclist safety and multi-modal access. The staff is seeking community input and
will develop their plan following the input. David Goodman suggested that the design
drawings which will be shown are subject to revision.
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BikeArlington updates (submitted in advance by Erin)
Happened
 Balaclavas, Baklava and Beer – Hosted the event at New District Brewing for the
second year—60 folks in attendance making fleecy bike accessories and chatting
winter biking fun.
 BikeArlington at Paint, Build, Create! – First-year STEAM event for Arlington Parks
and Recreation, BikeArlington staff helped 125 kids upcycle bike tubes into different
creative projects while talking biking to their parents.
 PAL- Block Party – Volunteers were out in Pentagon City talking to folks walking and
driving about being PALs.
Happening
 Mardi Gras Parade - Feb 28 - BikeArlington, WalkArlington, PAL Ambassadors,
Phoenix Bikes and CarFree Diet will team up to march again. You should totally join
us! Email erin.potter@bikearlington.com to get details
 PALentines Day – Head over to BikeArlington Intergalactic Headquarters to make
some civic-minded valentines for the folks that make Arlington a better place to bike
by their work every day. We’ll bring the pizza and the craft supplies! Also, if you have
thoughts on who should get a valentine for making biking in Arlington great, let us
know.
 55+ Learn to Ride Class - March 10 - scheduled with Arlington Parks and Recreation
 Bike to Work Day Planning has begun – all past pit stops have been confirmed
 Bike Education Classes (Learn to Ride, City Cycling and Community Ride) being
scheduled for the spring
 Youth Bike Summit – Oct 6-8 – Excellent conference coming to our community.
Email any youth-focused orgs or excellent speakers that should be included for
outreach to erin.potter@bikearlington.com
 County Staff Bike Tours – looking to schedule a second round with engineering staff
as well as ACPD
Capital Bikeshare
 CaBi Stations: Stations in Arlington Increased to 88 in 2016. Eight new stations
planned for 2017, including at least two on federal land (Gravelly Point and TR
Island parking lot)
 Open House set for March 2, 7-8:30 in Azalea Room, CHP. Or give feedback at this
Survey.
 Total Rides in 2016 starting in Arlington: 261,571. This is a 4% increase over 2015.
 Arlington resident Annual Memberships are up to 3,697 at end of 2016, a 10%
increase over end of 2015 total (3,374)
Parks updates – Kevin Stalica
There was an urgent repair of the railing behind the Carlton Condo along the FMR trail.
DPR and DES are coordinating to replace the lights on the FMR trail between Route 1
and the Mount Vernon trail. DPR and DES are jointly funding the effort.
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Kevin indicated he would check on the status of the project to repair the undulation on
the Custis. He indicated that he would get the estimate.
There was some discussion about the currency and broader use of the trail
infrastructure inventory that was completed several years ago for management and
budgeting for trail maintenance.
2017 Repaving plan – Dave Goodman
David Goodman indicated that there was a final paving plan for 2017. There will be
additional plans for slurry seal. Paving and sealing projects will present an opportunity
to restripe. Suggestions were made to address:
 The stretch of Eads between Glebe and the Four Mile Run trail
 The entrance to the WMATA bus yard
 Boundary Channel Drive under 395
Other suggestions were made on the map by meeting participants.
David Goodman announced a meeting to discuss the trail connection between the FMR
trail to Potomac Yard (South Park). There will be several additional meetings.
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